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horses hooisbeen spoken when

What it Was. Mr. Jenkins was look-

ing pale and dejected the other day, and

a friend noticed it.
"Hello, Jeuk," he said, you are look-

ing bad."
"I know it. I feel that way."
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what has got into me, will yutn
"No ; it is not bankruptcy, is itf
"Xu."
"Nor domestic trouble V
"No."
"What is it then?'"
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and that will not
pie Will call me proud,
do : and besides I have no closet to keep
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. . Hint T meet

der his fostering care W korman emperor,, whicii ceased du-- of

i hat wie . theinhabitants,150,000 reign of Constantino on having drawn a lottery ticket ueioro
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ry statement to make at this stage ; 1 in
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will think that I have a house. A broom
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esent univer- -
a

arrested at Nash-

ville,
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f hei house. But as no one seemed to
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chants 'aTJtelTasjttjaaaf
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historical associations andscenery,
facilities for t.avel make; the Rhine
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world. It is estimated that over a
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